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Thomas Ufford, emigrant aboard the Lyon, 1632
by Conrad W. Terrill, August 2009

  Relatively few lists of English
emigrants to New England in the
1630’s have survived to the present
day; but the list containing Thomas
Ufford’s name is one of those lucky
few!  This list, like all these lists, is a
Customs-House list, recording the
names of “persons of Quallity,”
required to take the Oath of Alle-
giance in order that they and their
families and servants be permitted to
emigrate. 11  Charles E. Banks, in the
original (1930) edition of his book
Planters of the Commonwealth,
included a photocopy of the list
(right). 1

  I’m sure you agree that the list is
hard to read!  Fortunately, it has been
transcribed a number of times, by
men very experienced in reading
such colonial period documents.
These transcriptions illustrate by
their variation just how difficult a
task this is.

  In commentary following an 1852
transcription Savage identified the
ship as the Lion, which arrived at
Boston harbor on Sunday, 16 Sep-
tember 1632.  He based this on an
entry in Governor John Winthrop’s
Journal: 3

 “16 [Sept. 1632], being the Lord’s
day.  In the evening Mr. Peirce, in
the ship Lyon, arrived, and came to
an anchor before Boston.  He
brought one hundred and twenty-
three passengers, whereof fifty
children, all in health; and lost [or
left] not one person by the way,
save his carpenter, who fell over-
board as he was caulking a port.
They had been twelve weeks
aboard, and eight weeks from

The 22 June 1632 Custom-House list.  This illustration, and all but one
of the other illustrations in Banks’s original Planters edition, was not
included in the 1961 to 1997 Genealogical Publishing Company
reprints.  Banks’s caption for this illustration was “List of passengers on
ship Lyon, 1632, with names of the ‘Braintree Company.’” 1

A transcription published (but not transcribed) by Savage in 1852.
Savage corrected two of the names, “Thomas Uskitt” and “Daniel
Bremer” (see text). 2
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Land’s End.  He had five days east wind
and thick fog, so as he was forced to
come, all that time, by the lead; and the
first land he made was Cape Ann.”

Notes: Land’s End is the most westerly point of the
English mainland, in Cornwall.  Cape Ann is a
rocky peninsula about 30 miles northeast of
Boston.  “By the lead” refers to using a knotted
and weighted rope to measure the depth of the
water when nearing unfamiliar land, or under
conditions of low visibility.

  Here’s the rest of Savage’s commentary: 2

  “Beyond doubt the above named came
in the Lion, ...”

  “Only two other ships came that year
from England [apart from than the Lion
itself, of course, and the William and
Francis and the James, which Savage
had accounted for in preceding para-
graphs], viz. the Whale, which reached
Boston, 26 May, from Hampton April 8,
bringing Mr. Wilson, Mr. Dummer, and
about thirty passengers; and the Charles
of Barnstable, from Barnstable April 10,
which came in 5 June, bringing Mr.
Hatherly, the merchant, and about twenty
passengers, all in health, on board of
each.”

   “We have only thirty-three of the
seventy-three adults who were passengers in this ship; but perhaps these are the principal people;
at least near all of them had distinction in the Colonies of Massachusetts and afterwards of Con-
necticut.  Where they, respectively, first sat down is, in most cases, well known.  But first I wish
to observe that two of the names, Uskitt and Bremer, Mr. Hunter permits me to correct into Uffit
and Brewer; and they both become my early acquaintances.  Besides those slight changes from
erroneous copy, a few others will be less strange in different spelling, as Coggeshall for Coxsall;
Morrill for Murrill; Goodwin for Goodwynn; Elmer for Erllmer; Holman, probably for Holmar;
Glover for Glower; and Seth Grant, undoubtedly for Zeth Graunt, though the original is perverse.
Of Joseph Roberts, Richard Allis, Robert Bartlett, John Churchman, Tobie Willet, and Thomas
Carrington, I am unable to state the earliest residence in New England.  Yet, as all are of the same
surnames with other early settlers, I doubt that some of them in this record have wrong baptismal
names.  Bartlett I presume to be the same person who, a few years later, was one of the first
inhabitants at Hartford; while under the guise of Tobie Willet, I think the distinguished Captain
Thomas should be seen.  None of all these gentlemen became a dweller at Boston.  Ten estab-
lished themselves, first, at Newtown, after some years called Cambridge, viz. Wadsworth, Tallcot,
Clark, Goodwin, White, Olmstead, Lewis, Grant, Richards, and Elmer; first at Roxsbury were
Coggeshall, Watson, Heath, Uffit, usually spelt Offitt, Morrill, Curtis, Brewer, and Totman; at

A transcription published by Drake in 1860 4

A transcription published by Hotten in 1874 5
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Watertown were Browne and the two Benjamins, perhaps father and son; at Salem sat down
James and Glover; Shelley went to Scituate, Witchfield to Dorchester, Wade to Charlestown, and
Holman to Plymouth.”

   A fourth, widely misunderstood, version of this list was published by Banks in Planters, in 1930
(on pages surrounding the photocopy of the Custom-House list).  The “passenger lists” in Planters
are reconstructed, by Banks himself.  Banks wrote (Preface, p. x):  “The compiler of the lists which
follow in this volume, during a residence of nearly five years in England has examined personally
the originals of all the lists heretofore printed by Drake, Savage, and Hotten, and subjected them to
analytical study with a view of presenting them in an intelligible form.  These three compilers
transcribed and published these passenger lists verbatim et literatim, which, of course, has its value,
but as originally recorded they appear to be copies made without reference to connecting family
groups. ...”  Banks does not clearly tell us in his preface what we need to know to easily understand
what he has done, except on p. xii, with regard to some 1630 passenger lists for which no Custom-
House lists exist:

  “... a special feature of this work will be found in what may be called synthetic lists of emi-
grants, such as the passengers of the Winthrop Fleet of 1630, the Mary and John and the Lyon of
the same year, reconstructed from evidences found in every source too numerous to catalogue.
As they were the earliest arrivals in the first settled town of Massachusetts, their identity could be
established by church, town, and colony records.  Similar lists have been reconstructed from like
material in several other instances, which are indicated in each case and based on the same
process of elimination.  In this way it is possible to restore the picture of the emigrants and the
ships in which they came with some degree of accuracy and probability without violating the
rules of evidence.”

  It’s evident that Banks reconstructed all the “passenger lists” in Planters via this same process,
except that in many cases he started from Custom-House lists.

   Incidentally, Banks was the first to point out (Planters Preface, p. xi) that all of the extant Custom-
House lists at the Public Record Office in London, spanning the years 1632 to 1637, were written by
the same hand (as the reader can verify by comparing sample photographic reproductions in the
1930 edition of Planters), and thus they were copies of original lists, made by some central Custom-
House official, giving these lists “a certain secondary value, because of the chances for mistakes in
transcribing.”

   Banks’s “passenger list” for the 1632 Lyon voyage to New England is over three pages long
(Planters, pp. 99-102), so we won’t present the whole of it here.  Here’s the part listing the Thomas
Ufford party:

THOMAS UFFORD of Newbourne, county Springfield
   Suffolk

   Mrs. Isabel Ufford
   John Ufford
   Isabel Ufford

   Many have noted that the names “Thomas Ufford Jr.” and “Abigail Ufford” are absent from this
list.  Why?  Because Banks failed to add them!  He would have, had he realized the deficiency.  The
second “Isabel” is most likely an unsuccessful attempt to recall the name “Abigail.”  Perhaps Banks
meant to check a source before publishing, and failed to follow through.  He was publishing furi-

(N.B.: Some of this reconstructed “record” is misleading.)
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ously at this time (English Ancestry and Homes of the Pilgrim Fathers ..., 1929; Winthrop Fleet of
1630; ..., 1930; Planters (this book), 1930; and History of York, Maine, ..., and Able Men of Suffolk,
1638 soon to come, in 1931, the year of his death); so perhaps Planters was dispatched without quite
enough attention to detail.  John Ufford turned six years old a couple weeks before the beginning of
the voyage, and Thomas Jr. turned nine a couple weeks before its end (assuming that each was
baptized within a few days of his birth). 12  We believe that Abigail was not much older than Thomas
Jr.  Surely, all the children would have sailed with their parents.  It could be, too, that the family took
along a servant ot two. 14

   The items in the second and third columns were provided by Banks, based on information from
some of thoses sources “too numerous to catalogue.”  It’s not clear what “Springfield” is intended to
be—perhaps Ufford’s final place of settlement?  It’s true that Thomas Ufford went to Springfield
with William Pynchon, and is listed among the eight original settlers there in 1636; but he was there
only a couple years at most.  It’s relatively well known now that Ufford was in Roxbury from about
1632 to about 1636, then Springfield, then Wethersfield to about 1639, and then Milford to perhaps
1659, a year before his death. 13  Now, what can we say about the item in the second column, “of
Newbourne, county Suffolk,” which is presumably Banks’s best guess for Ufford’s parish of origin.
Banks’s sources for this can be found in his own works.  First, the entry for Thomas Ufford in
Banks’s Topographical Dictionary of 2885 English emigrants to New England ...  (edited and in-
dexed by Elijah E. Brownell, and finished several years after Banks’s death):

   The source given here for “Newbourne, county Suffolk,” is “Suff.[olk] Ship Money 1636.”  Banks
examined many ship money lists at the Public Record Office in London during his five years in
England in the 1920s.  Ship money tax was highly unpopular in the mid-1630s, illegal in the minds
of many, heretofore levied only in times of war, with the consent of Parliament.  King Charles I,
however, disdained Parliament, and ruled without it for all of the 1630s, levying ship money tax on
his own authority.  This tax was a contributing factor to the forthcoming war between the Crown and
Parliament, which Parliament won, costing Charles his head in 1649.

   Getting back to the record, there is a serious problem with the reference:  Why would our Thomas
Ufford’s name be present on a 1636 Newbourne tax roll when he emigrated in 1632?  Did Banks not
notice the inconsistency?  Where is Newbourne, Suffolk county, you ask?  It’s about 60 miles ENE
of Nazeing (a true parish of origin for Thomas Ufford), about 70 miles ENE of London, and about 6
miles from the North Sea coast.  It seems extremely likely that this was some other Thomas Ufford.
(This is not to say that Newbourne is not worth checking as an origin for our Thomas Ufford.)  Most
parish-of-origin entries in Banks’s Topographical Dictionary came from his genealogical notebooks,
so we can check there to see if a copying error was made.  Banks’s genealogical collection, includ-
ing his two sets of “Notes from genealogical gleanings in England,” was purchased in 1935 from

The entry for Thomas Ufford in Banks’s Topographical Dictionary 6
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Banks’s estate by the Library of Congress, where it now resides.  Above is a photocopy of his record
in those Gleanings for “Ufford.”

   These notes pertain to all Uffords (or similar names) found by Banks in various records during his
stay in England.  There is no reason to assume that any of these Uffords are related.  The line of
interest is the second, except here the year of the ship money tax list is 1640!  Worse yet!  Clearly,
Banks’s “best guess” for parish of origin should be treated very lightly, or dismissed altogether.
Banks’s Planters—an ambitious undertaking, and an interesting and informative work—should be
used with care.

   We know more now than Banks knew in 1930.  We know that Thomas Ufford’s sons Thomas and
John were baptized in Nazeing, Essex county, in 1623 and 1626, respectively. 12  Had Banks known
of these records he certainly would have made Nazeing his best guess.  It is reasonable to assume
that Thomas Ufford lived in Nazeing from sometime before 1623 to 1632, when he emigrated.

The Custom-House List Volumes

  The first of the Custom-House volumes to be “discovered” was that for Dec. 1634 to Dec. 1635.
Savage, after a visit to England in the summer of 1842, wrote: “This was found only a few months
since, and may not have been seen by more than two or three persons for two hundred years.” 8 The
remaining volumes (not many) were found over the next ten years, duly transcribed, and published by
Savage.

  Drake (p. 11) described the volume in which the 1632 Lyon list is contained: 4,9

“In a large volume bound in vellum, now [1860] in the Rolls Office, Chancery Lane, London, are
records of a few of the early emigrants to New England.  On the cover of the volume containing the
earliest of such records yet discovered, is this inscription :—

  “A Booke of Entrie for Pafsengers by ye Comifsion, and Souldiers according to the Statutie pafsing
beyond the Seas, begun at Chriftmas, 1631, and ending at Chriftmas, 1632.”

“In it were originally about two quires [about 48 pages, total], all of which is filled with the records
indicated on the cover.  The front of the book appears to have been intended for the entry of names
of soldiers.  The other end for emigrants, travellers, traders, &c.  The part containing these entries is
entire.  The volume is not paged, but the dates follow in order, which is ample for reference. ...”

Drake informed us of three lists (dated 7 March, 12 April and 22 June) of passengers bound for New
England in this volume.  All the other lists were of passengers heading elsewhere.

Banks’s notes on various Uffords in his “Notes from genealogical gleanings in England” 7
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The Lyon, and her Master, William Peirce

  (by Banks, from Planters, pp. 85-87)

 “LYON:  This ship was famous in the history of the early emigration to Massachusetts, and her Master
was equally noted for his skillful seamanship and his sympathy with the policy of the Puritan leaders.  In
1630, 1631, and 1632 she made four voyages hither in quick succession under his command with the
regularity and safety of a ferry, and on one of them saved the new settlement from starvation and death
by her timely arrival with provisions and anti-scorbutics.  The official connection of the Lyon with the
Winthrop Fleet is of the same character as related of the Mary and John, as both were doubtless ap-
proved by the Governor and Assistants.  In his letter of March 28, 1630, to his wife, written from the
Arbella, off the Isle of Wight, after noting the sailing of the Mary and John, Winthrop wrote: ‘and the
ship which goes from Bristowe (Bristol) carrieth about eighty persons.’ [L.L.W., I, 388.]  This was the
Lyon and she probably sailed from that port to accommodate passengers living in the West Counties —
Lancashire, Cheshire, Warwick, Gloucestershire, and Somerset.  That they were authorized to settle in
the limits of the Bay patent seems assured as there is no evidence to the contrary following their arrival.
The date of her departure is not known (probably in March) but her arrival at Salem is reported ‘in the
latter part of May,’ [Bradford, II, 67.]  some time before the Arbella reached that port.  The identity of
this ship is not established as there were several of her name in existence at that period.  In view of her
valuable services to the Colony it is to be hoped that the necessary search may be made to fix her home
port, previous history, tonnage, and ownership.
   “Of Captain William Peirce, her Master, more particulars are known.  He had sailed to Plymouth in
1623 as Master of the Anne of London, bringing the last lot of passengers to the Pilgrim settlement.  He
was then a resident of Ratcliffe, parish of Stepney, London, and at that date was about thirty-one years
old.  He made a voyage to Salem in 1629 as Master of the Mayflower (not the Pilgrim ship) and thereaf-
ter he was in constant traffic in passengers and merchandise across the Atlantic.  He took up his resi-
dence in Boston in 1632 and was admitted freeman May 14, 1634. [M.C.R., I, 369.]  His wife, Bridget,
joined the church February 2, 1632/3; perhaps a second wife, as a William Peirce, mariner of
Whitechapel, was licensed in 1615 to marry Margaret Gibbs.  Whitechapel and Stepney are adjoining
parishes.  He became a Town and Colony official and was engaged in coastwise shipping thereafter.  He
compiled an Almanac for New England which was the second issue in 1639 from the Daye press at
Cambridge.  In 1641 he was killed by the Spaniards while on a voyage to the Island of New Providence,
Bahamas Group, whither he was taking passengers for settlement. [Banks: The Winthrop Fleet of 1630,
p. 106.]”

Abbreviations:  L.L.W. = Life and Letters of John Winthrop;  Bradford = William Bradford’s Journal;
M.C.R. = Massachusetts Colonial Records.

Since there is no baptism record for daughter Abigail in Nazeing it is likely that Ufford moved there
from somewhere else shortly before 1623.  We have no idea, as yet, from where.  (Could it have
been Newbourne?!  Could Banks “luck out”?)  Fellow Lyon passenger William Curtis and his family,
and perhaps other passengers, were also from Nazeing.  The Ufford and Curtis families were un-
doubtedly members of the “Nazeing Christians,” who followed their leader, John Eliot (who emi-
grated a year earlier), to Roxbury.  William Curtis and Rev. Eliot remained in Roxbury, while Tho-
mas Ufford soon left.  Eliot later became famous as the “Apostle to the Indians” (he preached to
them in their native Natick); but this was a secondary role for him—he remained the pastor at
Roxbury to his death.

   Some day we may learn of Thomas Ufford’s true origins.  It’s unlikely that Banks will fortuitiously
prove correct, though.  DOR1 (the original Descendants of Roger Terrill Society) actually initiated
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